Dilemmas for Governance Council Members

For each of the following dilemmas, please discuss how you should respond, using Public Meeting Law and SOELS Roles & Responsibilities Document as your guide.

1. You have a personal friend or professional colleague who receives hub funding and this person is not on the GC. This friend/colleague shares with you some frustration they are having with contractual requirements of hub funding.

2. Your organization does not receive hub funding but you have been hearing at GC meetings that some partners who do receive hub funding are unhappy with the way the contract is being managed. You do not know whether contracts are being managed correctly or not.

3. A community member approaches you with a question about a hub fund or hub-funded activity. You do not know the answer to their question.

4. You are in a GC meeting and another member appears to be in violation of the Conflict of Interest section of Public Meeting Law.

5. You are at a community meeting (not a hub meeting) and see another GC member there. They begin to talk about hub business with you.